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Elite Aviation Products Makes its International Debut at the
Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg, Germany
Irvine, California September 29, 2015 – Where others have fallen short, Elite is positioned for
success, seeking to be the new brand of global supplier by expanding their capacity and acquiring the most
advanced machine tool technology on the market. Elite Aviation Products will be making its first ever
appearance at the 17th annual Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg, Germany from April 5th-7th, 2016. This
event will allow EAP the opportunity to expand its brand presence exponentially, and continue to create
viable relationships with customers. This important milestone will help EAP build its network of potential
business partners, display its capabilities to the world at large, all while keeping Elite’s executive
management team up to speed on the most current research and trends in the Commercial Aerospace
sector.
The Aircraft Interiors Expo is the world’s largest event dedicated to showcasing the latest innovations,
technologies, and products for the cabin interiors, inflight entertainment and passenger comfort
industries. Elite’s CEO, Dustin Tillman, believes that having a booth at an internationally renowned trade
show “allows us to expand awareness, and educate the market on our capabilities as a U.S. based
manufacturer as well as highlight our logistics capabilities in a region experiencing unprecedented growth
and desirous of support.” The exhibition attracts thousands of buyers and decision makers from major
regional and charter airlines, OEMs, and offers the opportunity to meet face-to-face with suppliers and
manufacturers covering the full spectrum of the industry.
With over 500 leading aircraft interior industry suppliers and approximately 14,000 attendees, Aircraft
Interiors Expo is the top destination for the aerospace industry. Providing unrivaled opportunities to
network, Elite’s debut at the expo will launch new business opportunities and lend the ability to engage
with customers face-to-face.

About Elite Aviation Products EAP is an advanced design, engineering, and manufacturing

company within the aerospace industry. Elite represents a consortium of talented professionals who are
passionately committed to providing the highest level of customer service and quality, while delivering
cost-competitive supply availability solutions. EAP was formed by senior aviation officials who, tired of
their expectations not being met, set out on a campaign for change; challenging conventionality in the
marketplace and driving customer-centric part supply strategies. Elite is a proud contributor to the
reshoring initiatives, focused on bringing manufacturing back to the United States. EAP’s focus on its core
values and commitment to excellence has made the company an attractive, competitive standout to
consumers and investors alike. For more information, please call us at (949)783-7067 or visit
us online at www.EliteAviationProducts.com
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